
□ PC (such as Meteorological Agency HP, Shiga Prefecture, Higashiomi City HP, and others)

□ TV (data broadcast, news) and radio
□  Others（　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　                  ）

　 ・Emergency bulletin email... Evacuation instructions, and the like, special warning
　 ・Disaster prevention apps... Various disaster prevention information

□  Door-to-door receiver... Evacuation instructions, and the like, Shelter setup information, and the like
□ Smartphone, Mobile phone

(3) Information collection method

□  Telephone（contact information: 　　　　　　　　　）　□ SNS (LINE, Twitter, or others)
□ Other（　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　                     ）

(2) Emergency contact information and contact method

□ Stockpile
□ Emergency survival kit
□ Items adapted to household conditions 
　  (for women, infants, the elderly, people with physical disabilities, pets, and the like)

□ Others（　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　                   ）

▼ See P5-6 Our home's disaster prevention survival kits 
(1) Things to prepare

Preparing for evacuation 

　Create an advance action plan in the event of a storm    or flood (your family's disaster prevention plan and timeline)　Create an advance action plan in the event of a storm    or flood (your family's disaster prevention plan and timeline)

Place that is safer than in your home
□ Vertical evacuation

City shelter,　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　     ・ 　　　　minutes
Friend’s, or relative’s home  　　　　　　　　　　　    ・ 　　　　minutes

□ Horizontal evacuation 　　　　　    (location, time required)
Refer to P45-46 to determine evacuation plan. 
Think about evacuation plan!

by car, walking, others（ 　　　　　　　　　　　　　　）・ 　　　　      minutes
transportation method, time required

□ Yes  Location, contact information, 　　　　　　　　　　・
(2) Is there a safe place to which you can          evacuate? (A relative’s home, a friend’s home, or the like) 

□ No
* If evacuation is difficult just for your family, periodically               remind your neighbors you may need them to help. 
Support method, number of people needed 　　　　　　　　　　　　　・　　　　　People

□  Yes Who is it? 

* An elderly person, someone who is physically disabled,                an infant, a pregnant woman, or someone else who may
   need help or may need extra time during an evacuation

(1) Do you have someone you must               also consider? 
Check your household situation!1
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2

３　
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Consider the actions you need to take as a disaster progresses and your alert level increases.

Think about your timeline

arning Level 
Evacuation 
information 
and others

Actions to 
Be Taken

Disaster prevention 
information
(Information equivalent to 
the warning level)

Mark the information 
as reference.
◎：Especially necessary
〇：Required

Action

Example

Family

Neighborhood
Region

(Neighborhood associations, 
or others)

If family is out 
of the house

１
Early warning information

2
Heavy rainfall warning and flood alert

3
Issue orders to senior 
citizen and the like Issue evacuation order

4 5
Ensure emergency 

safety
There is danger to life 
Ensure safety in 
an emergency!

Special warning

Flood occurrence information

C
ontinue evacuation

Disaster occurs Always evacuate up to disaster warning level 4!

・Clean around your house
・Prepare to make evacuating possible

・Reconfirmation your evacuation 
  plans

・The elderly, etc. (those who need extra time to evacuate)
  Caregivers should reconfirm when to start their evacuation

・Everyone must take action to evacuate
  Begin evacuation 

Flood hazard informationFlood warning information

Warning

Heavy rainfall and flood warnings

Flood caution information

Caution

Heavy rainfall warning and flood alert

Landslide warning information

Highly dangerous Extremely dangerous

▼Information required because of assumed flooding or landslide damage in your residential area

▼Fill in any necessary information other than the above

（　　　　　　　　　　）

Risk distribution of landslide 
disasters（P48）

Weather information 
about river flooding *
Weather information 
about landslide disasters *

Meteorological information 
about heavy rain

(Note) Warning levels and disaster weather information may not necessarily be released in this order.    This is merely a guide.

・Investigate the path of the typhoon. Clean up around the house. 
・Check what you will need to evacuate.

・Complete any necessary shopping and errands. 
・Return home as soon as is possible. 
・Contact your relative's home (a safe place).

・Send your grandmother (the elderly) to your relative's home (a safe place). 
・Move all valuables and your stockpiled supplies to the 
  second floor of your house.

・Evacuate to a shelter. (If vertical evacuation is not possible)
・Move to the second floor of your house. 
  (When vertical evacuation is possible)

・Tell any elderly neighbors that a typhoon is 
  approaching.

・Take your elderly neighbor to a shelter. ・Contact your leader that you have completed your 
  evacuation (to ensure your safety).

* Orders are not 
 always issued.

□ None of these apply
□ Yes, Warning area/special warning area

(3)Is your home in a landslide disaster warning area or special warning area? 

Landslide disaster
□ Yes　　　　　　　　　　　         River　　　□ No

　* Areas where there is a risk that houses will be washed away because of heavy water flows caused by a collapse or the like

(2)Is your home in an assumed flooding area where homes can be destroyed? 

　 * Confirm the assumed flooding area map of each river and inland water using the Shiga Prefectural 　 
　   Disaster Prevention Information Map

　 　　　　　　　　　　　        Rivers and inland flooding
　 What rivers can cause flooding? 

□ Yes 　　　～　　　   ｍ　　　□ No

(1)Is your home in an assumed flooding area? Also, 
    what is the assumed depth of the flooding? 

Flooding damage
Check the dangers in your home!! (P23-P44)

◎
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